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Company Background
Unique and hard-to-find products are the lifeblood of  our 
business. That includes manufactured solutions made by skilled 
technicians in our central Ohio facilities. By Design is where 
our manufacturing talent converts customer ideas into high-
quality cabinet, metal, plastic, or print products made to their 
exact specifications. Best of  all, we deliver those made-to-order 
solutions in five working days or less.

Product Overview
Our goal is firm  — create functional products to improve everyday 
workflow — there are no limits to our design capabilities. We can 
turn virtually any idea into reality without outrageous upcharges 
or extended shipping schedules. Start with a no-obligation, no-cost 
digital proof  for a cabinet, metal, plastic, or print project today!

Product Specifications
n Cabinets by Design
Cabinets, shelving, and storage units for those who want to 
renovate existing spaces or outfit newly constructed areas with 
high-quality pieces made to their exact specifications. 

The process starts with our free 3D Design Service, which provides 
a virtual layout of  the targeted space paired with unique solutions 
that showcase specific design goals. We can create performance-
rich products in multiple sizes, styles, and colors that make it 
easier than ever to achieve a customized brand. 

Cabinets by Design offers the quickest, easiest, and most 
affordable way to maximize organization and efficiency. All units 
ship in five working days or less so customers can get the look they 
want without the wait.

n Metals by Design and Plastics by Design
One-of-a-kind items manufactured to match individual customer 
requests. Modifications to stock products are also available. These 
allow customers to work more efficiently and produce better results.

From stainless steel storage containers, lock boxes, and utility 
trays to specially sized plastic lock boxes and dividers, we have 
the engineering and manufacturing capabilities to design and 
modify products or create affordable replacements that meet the 
everyday needs of  our customers.

We can create and modify functional products using stainless 
steel, aluminum, acrylic, PETG, polycarbonate, polystyrene, 
HDPE, and PVC. There are no limits to our design capabilities. 

Whether customers want to simplify USP compliance or better 
manage changing trends, we can design a solution and deliver  
it quickly. 

n Printing and Graphics by Design
From labels, magnets, and clings to banners, signs, and stamps, 
our print specialists can create solutions for any situation.

Prevent the confusion that results from the unknown by 
communicating a consistent message for all products across all 
departments. Choose the size, color, and style of  your message 
and our print team will create it. 

Kicking off a marketing campaign? We can help with an 
assortment of  fun promotional materials. Our print experts can 
hot stamp a customer logo, message, or facility information on 
a variety of  products. Our process ensures a professional finish 
with lasting results. We can print as few as 50 or as many as 
1,000+ — and quick!

Ordering Information
It’s easy for customers to begin their design journey. Complete a 
cabinets, metal, or plastics options request form, view our Print By 
Design options, or call our product specialists at (800) 848-1633 to 
discuss options.

We’re committed to helping you achieve cleaner, more efficient medication 
management processes and improve patient safety every day. Shop thousands 
of solutions from one convenient location.

Health Care Logistics® —  
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